SafeSign Identity Client protects sensitive
and confidential document printing
Secure messaging upgrades security to the next level
Printed documents are sent to

Samsung’s secure printing

centralized location to reduce

Samsung has responded to the requests of IT customers and created

cost and to increase the sense

security features for this multifunctional printers (MFP) to protect

of security, but in fact, this

valuable data from unauthorized access1 Samsung printers include

creates a huge security risk

standard features that can substantially reduce vulnerability, like the

for organisations. Printed jobs

Confidential Print feature.2 It addresses the basic concern of printed

contain sensitive information,

documents with confidential data lying on the printer for anyone to pick

like financial data, information

up: With Confidential Print, the printer holds submitted jobs until the

that personally identifies

intended recipient is present at the device; Entering the right PIN code in

customers, employees or account

combination with a smart card or token. It correspondents with standards

information, which can result in

like HIPPA, which governs the sets of personal and protected information.

confidential information being
left in output trays, exposed to
prying eyes. This can be overcome
through secure job release, or
‘pull-printing’, which uses smart
card authentication with secure
messaging to release print jobs
and also maintains a full audit
trail.
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How does it work?

sensitive data

Authentication of users can be done via employee

Using relatively simple techniques, it is possible to

cards (smart cards) or tokens and ensures that only

intercept the communication between printer and

the intended user can access the printed document

smart card or token during a session. This is possible

since they need to provide their PIN code on the MFP

when printers are sending data like the PIN code

printer. A secure and encrypted channel is setup to

unencrypted. Transferring unencrypted data entails

ensure that any data between two points within the

certain risks such as manipulation and interception in

printer is transferred securely. This provides point-

which an attacker could derive a benefit.

to-point security and guarantees the integrity and

Secure Messaging can be used to prevent interception

confidentiality of the data as it is being transferred

of security data and therefore it is mandatory in

between PIN pad and printer. In the specific case of

countries like Brazil. Secure Messaging ensures that

MFP printers it is important that authentication data

the transmission of data between smart card and

of users is securely communicated between employee

printer or PIN pad and printer is secured (encrypted)

cards and printer.

and not susceptible to eavesdropping, replay attack or
unauthorized modification.

Essential security with SafeSign Identity Client
Secure Login Manager is a Samsung Printing
Innovation that protects organisations from
unauthorized use of their printers with several different
methods of secure authentication3 For this project,
the SafeSign Identity Client (IC) was integrated on the
MFPs of Samsung and connected to the software of
Secure Login Manager. SafeSign IC ensures with the
method of Secure Messaging that the transmission
of data between smart card, PIN pad and printer is
secured and encrypted. In this way both security and
ease of use are enhanced.

Healthcare

Existing technology, widely adopted

Healthcare industry is one of the most security-

In Brazil smart cards, tokens and readers must comply

sensitive areas where institutions set high level of

with requirements for “Secure Messaging”. SafeSign

privacy and security policies. In addition, doctors

IC is a flexible solution to generate, use and manage

and staff also must comply with government’s

digital certificates on smart cards like employee cards

strict regulation on privacy and security. User-

with “Secure Messaging” features. It supports multiple

authenticated printing provides the additional

manufactures and vendors and is interoperable

benefit of print security, as mobile workers (such as

with different Operating Systems and business

doctors, nurses and other healthcare workers) can

applications.

use their employee credentials to physically release
and pick up the print output on demand, reducing
the chances of data breach.4
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Secure Messaging protects the exchange of

Currently, over 90% of the smart card and token models used in Brazil

The security risks of mobile printing

are using SafeSign IC. As the existing technology of SafeSign IC is widely

must be addressed

adopted, it is a preferred solution for many organisations when they need

Recent Quocirca research5 revealed

to support a variety of authentication methods. Therefore, AET Europe

that over 60% of organisations have

was selected by Samsung to implement a higher level of security into

experienced one or more accidental

MFP printers.

data breaches through printing.

SafeSign certified by Samsung to meet regulations
SafeSign IC has been certified by Samsung, so that their customers and
(end)users meet regulatory requirements like SOX financial compliance
or COPPA regulations. The solution complies with the strict requirements
of ICP Brazil, governmental and industry regulations and Certificate
Authorities (CA). The cooperation between Samsung and AET Europe has
brought an unique secure print solution on the Brazilian market.
Benefits
•

Supports a variety of authentication methods for employees like
smart cards and token variations.

•

Easy integration with existing security features on MFP printers in
order to archive a higher level of security.

•

Prevent data vulnerabilities using enhanced method of Secure
Messaging.

•
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